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A convergence structure A on C(X) ~ the lf<-algebra of all
real-valued continuous functions on ~ completely regular
topological space X; is called w-admissih~e if the evaluation
map
w : CA (X) x X ---.-----+ rR ,
whi6h sends each (f,x) € C(X) xX to fex), is continuous.
In this paper, we determine whether there exist coarsest, or
indeed any w-admissible vector spac2 topologies or pseudo-,
topological structures on C(X). (A convergence structure A
?n a vector space L over ~ is said to be pseudo-topo~ogica~
if LA is an inductive limit of topological vector spaces
in the category of convergence spaces.) We will describethac
class of spaces X allowing an w-admissibl~ vector space topo-
logy on C(X). It will be established that there exists. a
coarsest w-admissible pseudo-topological structure on C(X)
for any space X. Furthermore, we chGracterize that class of
spaces X, for which the continuous convergence structure (i.~.,
the' coaY"üest w-admissible convergence structure, see [1J )
on C(X) is a pseudo-topological structure. We conclude the
note by demonstrating that this class contains non-locally
compact spaces.
We first prove a lemma that will be extremely useful
throughout this paper . Thesymbol xyrillah.raysdenote a
completely regulartopologicalspace, and ßX (respectively
•.UX) its Stone-Cech compactification (respectively, Hewitt re&l-
compactifi.cation). We regard X and uX as subspaces of ßX.
As usual, we identify eauch function fE C (T) , where X c T c ßX ,
with its restriction to X, and denote the evaluation map from
C(T) x T into IR
,
also by the symtiol w . We write C (X)c for
the algebra C(X) endowed with the continuous convergence
structure. By a topological vector space, we mean a Hausdorff ,
topological vector space over the reals.
Lemma 1. Le tabe a con tinuoz,.s linear map from a
topoZogical vector space E into C (X)c Then there exists
a compact subset K C ßX\X with the property that aCE) c:: C(ßX\K)
and the map a: E --?- C( ßX\K)c is continuous.
Proof: Let ..~ be the neighborhood filter of zero in E .
-Since converges to zero in c (X) , there exists forc
each point XeX a neighborhood vx of x in X and an
element Fx in U wi th the property that
w ( a (F ) x V ) c [-1, 11 .x x
w (a (F ) x U ) c [-1,.,1 .x x -
...j
For U = U UxX€x
the set K = ßX\U is certainly a compact
'subset of ßX\X and a(E)C C(U) . To see that a(1Jl)
converges to zero ln C (ßX\K) , choose r > 0 and YEU .c
Obviously, Y is an element of an open set U ' for some x ~ Xx
and
w(r*a(F ) x V )c [-r,r1 ., x 'x
,Since r-F E. lJ( , the proof is complete.x
Given an w-admissible vector space topology T on C(X) ,
the identity map from C (X)
T
into C (X)c is continuous.
Our lemma implies that there exists a compact subset K C ßX\X
such that
C(X)c C(ßX\K) ,
and thus ßX\K is contained in vX. This means vX
is a neigborhood of X in ßX. We note that since ßX\K
is locally compact for any compact K C ßX\X , the continuous
convergence structure on C(ßX\K) coincides with the compact7
open topology. We have now proved
Theorem 1. For a eompZeteZy reguZar topoZogicaZ space
X , there exists an w-admissibZe vector space topoZogy on C(X)
if and onZy if vX is a neighborhood of X in ßX..
"
As an immediate consequence of theorem 1, we can state
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Corollary. Por a realcompact space X ~ there exists an
w-admissible vector space topology on C(X) if and only if '
X is locally compact.~
With the help of lemma 1, we provide an alternative proof
for the following known result (see [2]). Recall that an ideal
I c C (4) i8. called fixed if there is a point •..p in X, at which
all functions.of I vanish.
Proposition 1. There exists an w-admissible algebra
topology T on C(X) with the property that every elosed
maximal ideal in C (X) is fixed~ if and only if X is
T
loeally eompact.
P~6of. Let T be an w-admissible algebra topology
on C(X) . By lemma 1, we have the following diagram of
continuous maps for some compact K C ßX\X :
C (X) _. ----~ C (X)T C
~ ,/
C (ßX\K)c
For"a completely regular topologicalspane Y and an =-
w-admissible algebra topology T on C(Y) , there is a natural
injective map iy: Y __ HornCT(Y) , where HornC (Y)T denotes
the set of all the continuous ~-algebra homomorphisms from
Cr (Y) onto il( . Each point y c Y is sent under iy to the
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point evaluation by y (i.e., iy(y)(f) = f(y) for every




SX\K .d.Ö x ,
where is the map induced from i d : C ( X) -- C (s X,K )T c
If each mQximal closed ideal in C (X) isfixed, then
T
iX is surjective. Thus the inclusion map from X into SX\K
is a bijection, which means that X is locally compact.
Conversely, if X is locally compact,
topology with the claimed properties.
C (X)c carries a
The rest of our topological questions is answered by the
following well-known result (see [43, p. 329).
Theorem 2. For a completely regular topological space X ,~
I
the following three statements are equivalent:
(a). X is locally compact
/
(b). C (X) is topologicalc
(c).There exists a coarsest w-admissible vector space
topoZogy on C(X).
"(a) implies (b)" follows from a standard calculation
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and (b) elearly implies (e). By applying lemma 1, we
provide a quick proof of "(e) implies (a)". Assurne there
exists a eoarsest w-admissible topology T on' C(X) . It
follow from lemma 1 that the subalgebra C(ßX\K) , for some
eompae K C ßX\X , is all of C(X) and.
id: Ct(X) -~> C (ßX\K)e
is eontinuous. If there existed a eompaet K' c ßX\X whieh
strietly qontained K, then the topology of C (ßX\K') would
i e
be strietly eoarser than T . Henee X must be loeally eompaet.
Sinee we have shown that there do not, in general,
exist w-admissible veetor spaee topologies on C(X) , we
will diseuss w-admissible pseudo-topologieal struetures,
whose existence has been established in [3J. There, the
eonvergenee spaee CI(X) is defined as the inductive limit
of the family
{Ce(ßX\K): K a compact subset of ßX\X}
together with the inelusion maps. The convergenee algebra
CI(X) carries an w-admissible pseudo-topological strueture
withthe further property that each closed maximal ideal lS
fixed (see [3] ). We shall now work towards an universal
eharacterization of CI(X) , starting with a helpful definition:
An induetive limit L of topological veetor spaees (taken in
- '(-
the category of convergence spaces) is called a c-inductive
a:E -----C (X) factors uniquely through A (thatc ---- ------
is a unique continuous linear map a making the














Merely by looking at lemma 1, one sees that Cr(X) is a
.c-inductive limit for X , by means of id: Cr(X) - Ce (X) •
The next lemma forms the backbone of our characterization
Lemma 2. Let L be a c-inductive limit for X ~ and
a continuous linear map~ where E is an
inductive limit of topological vector spaces. Then a factors
uniquely through A.
Proof: Suppose ~E to be the inductive limit of the inductive
system {E6: 6 e 6} of topological vector spaces, and
f6: E 6 ---li" E the canonical mapping) for each 6 € 6 • Then the
maps aaf6 all factor uniquely through A , giving the
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following commutati ve diagram, for each 0 E /::,
f -',__ ' _o ~. E ___ a~ __ ~ C (X)
c
Now, by the universal property of inductive limits, the family
{acf6: 6 E. /::,} of continuous linear mappings induces an unique map
ä: E -- L ,which is actually continuous. It is easy to verify
that a = Aoä , and that a is indeed unique with this
,property.
Theorem 3. Let X be a comp'lete'ly regu'lar topo'logica'l
space. Then
i). C1(X) is 'linear'ly homeomoY'phic to each c-inductive
'limit for X , and
ii). the convergence structure on C1(X) ~s the coarse~t
w-admissib'le pseudo-topo'logica'l structure on C(X) •
Proof. Part ii) follows immediately from the preceding lemma,
when one recalls that C1(X) is a c-inductive limit for X
artd part i) from the observation that, if L is any c-inductive
limit, in the diagram
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the map id factors uniquely through A, and the map A ln
turn factors uniquely through id. By the usual category-
theoretic argument, the reader can himself show that A = X
is the claimed llnear homeomorphism.
Now we wish to determine when C (X)c is an inductive limit
of topological vector spaces. To simplify the notation, we
say that a filter <P admits countable intersections if the
intersection of every countable collection of elements in <p is
again an element of <p •
Theorem 4. For a completely regular topological space X
,the following three statements are equivalent:
(a). C (X) is an inductive limit of topological vectorc
spaces in the category of convergence spaces.
(b) • The identity map from C1(X)
homeomorphism.
onto C (X)c is a
(c). The space X has-both properties
(i). The neighborhood filter of X in Ex admit8
countable intersections.
-(ii). The set :X,'> consisting of all points "n X
having no compact neighborhood "n UX ~ is a
compact subspace of X.
Proof. The equivalence of statements (a) and (b)
follows directly from theorem 3.
Throughout this proof, neighborhoods and closed sets are taken
in ßX . Assume that the conditions in statement (c) are satis-
fied. Let e be a filter convergent to zero in C (X).c
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We will show that 8 converges to zero ln Cr(X), finding first
an open neighbourhood V of X, such that 8 has a base on C(V):
Since 8 is convergent with respect to the continuous con-
vergence structure, for each x E. X and nEi IN there is an open
I
neighbotrhOOd Ux,n ofx and an element Fx,n in e so that
I w( F )(. U ) <;; [-1 1]
I x,n x,n n' n
\
!
(by the same argument used in lemma 1). The collection
{U 1:XEX}x,
there are points




This implies that the set
v = ( ( UX) .e.u U 1 ux1'
u U )xk,1
contains X, where (UX/.e. denotes that subspace of all points
in ux possessing a compact neighbourhood in UX. Obviously
V is open (since (UX).e. is open), and further,
n F <;; C(V).xk,1
Next we construct an open neighbourhood W of X (with
W ~ V _, so that 8 still has a base on C (W» such that -the
filter {FnC(W) : FEe} converges to zero in C (W):c
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For each n te. N, the set
Un = UUx n
XE:X '
i
is opet By assumptiow (Co:ditiOn
\ V n Q1 Un
II ), the set,
is a neighbourhood of X, and so we can find an open neighbour-
hood W of X contained within it. One can readily verify
" (b) implies (c) ". To this
is not satisfied, meaning that
that C(W) has the desired properties.
To complete the proof, we show
Iend, assurne statement (c) -X
is not compact or the neighbourhood filter of X does not admit
countable intersections. In both cases, we construct filters con-
verging to zero in Cc(X) but not convergent in CI(X).
To hegin with, let X be not compact. Then there is a family
{U : XE.X}
x with the property that each Ux lS a closed
neighbourhood of x and no finite subfamily covers X. For each
point x c X X, we choose a closed neighbourhood Ux of x
contained in (uX).t' Now for each point x Ei'> X, let
F = {feC(X)x f(U) = {O}}.x
Clearly the family of all Fx for X€X generates a filter e
convergent io zero in C (X). We claim thatc e does not con-
verge in CI (X). Assurne that e has a basis in C (ßX""K) ,




n F f; C ( ßX K) •
xn
By construction, there is no finite subcollectioh of { U
x
covering X, and hence we can find a point p in the set
Xe:X}
... uU ).xn
Furthermore, we pick a closed neigh-
bourhood V of p disjoint from
pt. (uX)l' we know that
... u U . Sincexn
V 1\ ßX "x "f (/),
and hence there is a funetion
which does not belong to C (ßX " K) - see [5J, section 7.9 .
This contradiets our assumption.
On the other hand, let { U nE N} be a sequence ofn
neighbourhoods of X whose intersection fails to be a neigh-
bourhood of X. Without loss of generality, we assume that
eaeh Un eontains Un+1. For x E X and nE'N, ehoose a
elosedneighboprhood Ux,n of x contained in U , and putn
F = {f € C (ßX)x,n
The colleetion of all F for x e X and neINx,n again gene-
rates a filter e eonverging to zero in C (X). Given anyc
arbi trary compaet subset K of ßX" X, we shall show that e
does not even converge pointwise, when regarded as a filter
on C' ( ßX " K). Sinee ßX" K is a neighbourhood of X, our as-e
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sumption implies the existence of a point q in sX' K but
not in
00
~lUn ' and thus not in Un' for some nE:IN. Suppose
there are points Xl' x2' ... , xk of X and positive in-
tegers such that
)(q)s:.[-l IIn+1 ' n+t"J





, there is a function fE C(X),
... u = {O} ,
but
f(q) = ~, and f(X) ~ [-~ ' ~ J '. Now f belongs to
f(q)r-[~;1 ' n~lJ . With this con-
tradiction the theorem is established.
Corollary 1. If the subspace X~l of all points of X without





X admits countable intersections, then
coincide.
Proof. Under these conditions on X, we show that requirement
(c) of theorem 4 is fulfilled. Let {U : n E N} be a sequencen
of neighbourhoods of X in SX, and thus also neighbourhoods of
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Xl1l In ßX. As Xl1l is compact-, we can choose far each n ~ IN
a closed neighbourhood Vn in ßX of Xl1l, which lies in U.n
Every V fiXn is a neighbourhood of in X, andhence the
set
co
D = n{V nX)
n=l n
is a neighbourhood of XI1l ln X. Thus the closure D of D







Now, Slnce. Xitself is ..a neighbourhood .oi' X" Xnl .in .ßX> it
co
is a neighbourhood ofXln SX. To com-(\U
n=1 n
:plete:tbeproo.f,we.needorily see that the set X = (uX)l1lnx
.',,~follows 'that
'...'is:a'~cTos-ed .subsetoi'the compact set Xl1l, and thus itself com-
'-paet.
:We~pr()videnext a shortpro6f-ofthe foTTowing-result, -which
. r ]appears In L3 .
'CoroTlary2. Le~ p be apoint inX ~ith a countable
neighbourhoad.basein X,:b'ut no compactneighbourhoods in X.
Then Cc(X) does.not carry a pseudo-topo.logical structure.
Proof. By assuIIl,ption,wecanfinda sequence (xn)n<:N .of






is not a neighbourhood of X in ßX, despite being a countable
intersection of open neighbourhoods of X.
When X is a locally compact topological space, C (X) is a. c
topological vector space, in particular, carrying a pseudo-topolo-
gical structure. However, local1y compact spaces are not charac-
terized by this latter fact, as the following example shows:
Under the interval topology, the set lO,~J of all ordinal
numbers less than or equal to ~~ the first uncountable ordi~al,
becomes a compact topological space. Hence Y, that subspace of
lO,~J obtained by deleting all countable limit ordinals, is
completely regular. Since there is but one point, namely ~, cf
Y without compact neighbourhoods, and since the neighbourhcod
filter of ~ in Y admits countable intersections, corollary 1
to theorem 4 implies that C (Y)c coincide
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